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1. Introduction. The motion of electrically conducting fluids
on one space coordinate is described by the equations in Lagrangian
representation ([1])

(t / ,) u O,

u+(p+lB]/21Uo)---(pu), v--(B’B/lo)=(lupv),( 1 )
lt,+(ep/e)u=(1/e)((pt)+,pui+lapivi+(p/a/)lBl}
(B/)-- (Bv)= {(/o)B}x.

Here p0, =(u, u, u) e R, 00 and B=(B, B, B) R represent the
mass deasity, the velocity, the absolute temperature and the magnetic

induction, where we write u=u, v=(u, u), B=(B, B), and B is a
constant.

We assume that the pressure p and the internal energy e are
smoothly related to p and t by the equations of state
(2) pO, eO, de=tdS-pd(1/p),
where S=S(p, t) is the entropy; the coefficients o viscosity /, ,, the
coefficient oi heat conductivity and the coefficient o electrical resis-
tivity 1/a (a" the coefficient of electrical conductivity) are all smooth
functions of p and t, and are positive or identically zero; /0 is the
magnetic permeability, now a positive constant.

In this paper, we seek smooth solutions of (1) in a small neighbor-

hood o a constant state (p,u, 0, B)=(p, O,,B) where, p0, t)0 and
B e R are arbitrary fixed constants. To obtain the a priori estimates
or the solations, we use the ollowing energy orm ([4])"

where e=e(p, 0) and so on. Note that if IP-P, t-t] is small, is

equivalent to the quadratic orm IP--P, , 0-, B-B]. This is based
on the strict convexity of the internal energy e as a unction of lip
and S.

From (1) and (2), we have the energy conservation law"

( 3 )
{,puu+tpv. v+po+ (p/ato)B B},

and the equation of entropy"
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(4) S={(p/O)}+(1/O){pu+pIvI+(/O)O+(p/aZ)IB]}.
Using (1), (3) nd (4), we have the identity or o which plays an
important role in the present paper"

(5) C+{(p+B/2Zo--B/2Zo)u-(B’(B-B)/po).V}
+(/O){,pu+zplv 1+ (pl8)+ (plaZ]) IB }
{,pUUx +Zpv. v + (1 /)+(/)(B B).B}.

2. Results and remarks. We consider the system (1) with the
initial data"

[(p, , , B)(O, x)= (po, o, o, Bo)(X), x e R,( 6 )
[inf {po(X), o(x) x e R}

where u0 (Uo, Vo). We set up two cases" 0a (finitely conducting)
and a= (perfectly conducting). In each case there are the follow-
ing four cases"

(i) Z,’,>0, (ii) p=,=0,
(iii) Z,’0, =0, (iv)

BTheorem 1 Let us assume that Oa, #0 and one of the
above cases (i)-(iv) for the system (1); in the cases (ii) and (iv)we also
assume the additional conditions Ip(p,)l+lB]0 and IBI#0, respec-
tively. Moreover assume that (po-P, uo, 80-, Bo-B) e H(R’) for the
initial data (6). Then if IIp0--, 0, Oo-,B0-BIl is suciently small,
the initial value problem (1) (6) has a unique smooth solution (p, , 8, B)
(t, x) global in time. Here I1"11 denotes the norm of the Sobolev space
Ht(R).

Remarks. 1. In the cases (i)(ii) the solution (p, , O, B)(t) con-
verges to the constant state (p, 0, , B) ast in the maximum norm.
While in the cases (iii) (iv) we only know (p(p, ), , B)(t) approaches
to (p(p, 0), 0, B) as t in the maximum norm. 2. If B’=0 is as-
sumed or (1), in every case o (i)-(iv) we also establish the same results
as above ones except that the equation of v becomes trivial (v(t, x)
=v0(x)) for (ii) or (iv). 3. Whea all the coefficients Z, ", and 1/a are
positive and independent o 0, we can show the existence o a classical
global solution of (1) in the HSlder space ([4]).

Neglecting the magnetic field and the second and third components
of the velocity (B=v=0) in (1), we have the usual system in fluid
dynamics"

( /e)-u 0, u+p (,u),( 7 )
+ (ep I e)u=(1/e){(po)+

For the system (7), statements in Theorem 1 are simplified as follows"
Corollary. For (7) we assume one of the cases (i)-(iii) (for case

(ii) we assume p,(p,)#O in addition). Then if IIp0--p, u0, Oo-ll is
appropreately small, a unique smooth solution (p, u, 8)(t, x) of (7) exists

for all time.
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Remark. It is well known that in the case (iv) smooth solutions
o] (7) in general develop singularities in the first derivatives in finite
time ([2]).

Theorem 2. Assume that a=oo, BevO and (i) or (iii) for (1).
Then if the initial data are small as in Theorem 1, a unique smooth
solution of (1) exists globally in time.

Remarks. 1. In spite o] a= c, we can show the same decay law
as in Theorem 1. 2. When (iv) is satisfied then the first derivatives
o] solutions o (1) become infinite in finite time ([2]), while in the case
of (ii)we have no results on the existence or non-existence o] global
solutions oi (1). 3. I] B=O, the last equation o] (1) implies (B/p)(t, x)
=(Bo/po)(X). Therefore the system (1) is reduced to

(1/p)t--U---O, Ut+{p-+-(1/2[-to) ]Bo/Pol p}--(pu),
t+ (tp / e)u (1/e){(p0)+

where we set v=0 or simplicity. In this system, it seems that addi-
tional considerations are necessary to the general case of Bo/po
4= constant.

3. Proof of theorems. Since local existence theorem is well
known ([5]), to show the existence oi a global solution, it suffices to
obtain the a priori estimates or the solution. We prove the estimates
only in the case that 0aoo, B4=0 and (iv). The method here is
also applicable with slight modification to the other cases and gives
the analogous estimates.

Set Qr=[0, T]R (]or T>0) and
E(T)=sup { [(p---p, u, O--, B-B)(t)[I t e [0, T]}

+.l’i D(p(p, 0), u)(r)I]+ DB(r) dr.

Lemma (a priori estimate). Let T be some positive constant.
Assume that (p, u, O, B)(t, x) satisfies in] {p(t, x), o(t, x) (t, x) Q,}>0
and E(T)<oo, and is a solution of (1) in the case that O<a< oo, B_O
and (iv) (]Blv0). Then if E(T) is suitably small, we have the a priori
estimate E(T)<_CE(O) for some constant C>I independent of T.

Proof. Integrating (5) with /a=u=x=0 over Q, (re [0, T]), we
have the ]ollowing L(R’)-estimate ]or the solution"

( 8 ) (p--p, u, 0-, B-B)(t)II+.[[ ]]PxB(r)l drgCE(O),
where II" denotes the L(Rg-norm. Next, in the same way as [3], we
obtain the L(Rg-estimates or the derivatives o.f the solution. Rewrite
the system (1) with/=,==0 by the change of variables"

[pt +qu_=(pp/ewz) IBI,
( 9 ) vt--(SS/Zo)=O, S=(p/Oa[) lUll,

[B +(Su B’v) {(/ao)B}x,
where q=pp, +Opo /e0 by (2).
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Operate. D--(3/3x), /=0,1,2, on each equation in (9) and we
obtain the system o D(p, , S, B). First, multiplying the equations
of Dp, D(u, S) and DxB by (1/ q)Dp, Dx(, S) and (1/[o-p)DB respec-
tively, summing them up, integrating ve.r Qt, and then adding the
resulting equality or 1--1, 2, we. obtain ater integration by prts

(10) I[nx(p, u,O,B)(t){l+.[to nxB(r)[[ dr_C(E(O)2+E(T)3).

Secondly, multiply the equations o Dp, Du and DB by
2(BB/q).Dv, flDp (fl" positive constant) and (BDu-BDxv)/p
respectively, sum up the equalities obtained and integrate it over Q.
Estimating the resulting equality by use o the Schwarz inequality,
taking fl suitably small and adding or/=0, 1, we arrive at

(11) i
+t ]]DxB(r) ]] dr}_C(E(O)2+E(T)O,

where (B, B)4:0 is used.
Joining (8), (10) and (11) together, we gain the inequality E(T)_

C(E(O) +E(T)O from which the assertion in Lemma ollows directly.
This completes the prooL

Finally we show the asymptotic behavior of the solution. Since
D(p, ) e L(O, c H’(R)) and DB e L(O, c H(R)), we have 3(p, u, B)
e L(0, c;H(R)) by use of (9). Thereore we conclude that
]IDa(p, , B)(t)]-0 as t--c. It follows rom this that

sup {I (P(P, O)-p(p, ), , B-B)(t)I x e R}
converges to zero as t-- with the aid of the Sobolev inequality in
one space dimension.

This completes the proo of Theorems.
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